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Are your customers happy? It depends who you ask.

Every business strives to deliver a great customer experience 

but how much room exists for improvement?

Surprisingly, employees believe there’s more room to improve 

customer service capabilities than managers do when it comes 

to their communications systems, document handling and 

process support.

This counterintuitive insight emerged from new global research 

conducted for Ricoh Company, Ltd. by Forrester Consulting. 

Ricoh commissioned Forrester Consulting to evaluate the importance 

and business impact of document and process support at the point 

of service. Its findings, compiled in the Thought Leadership paper 

“The New Workplace Reality; Enterprises Must Capture the Soul and 

Spirit of the Emerging Worker” reveals disparity between managers’ and 

employees’ views of customer service capabilities.
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Perception gap

•	 Forrester finding: By a factor of 

more than 2 to 1 over their managers, 

customer-facing workers surveyed 

felt constrained by “older systems” 

that sometimes forced customers to 

communicate with the company in 

ways they didn’t want to.

•	 Forrester finding: Yet by a factor 

of nearly 3 to 1, managers surveyed 

thought their customer-facing workers 

communicated well with customers 

through both old and new channels.
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Among Forrester’s key findings: 

The research focused on customer communications 

to test whether they satisfied expectations for good 

service regardless of how a customer contacted a 

company, e.g., via smart phone, website or email.

It revealed that customer-facing workers surveyed — 

e.g., bank clerks, call center operators, nurses, bank 

managers and shop supervisors — were more likely 

to see flaws in the customer service they’re able to 

provide than their managers are. By a factor of more 

than 2 to 1 over their managers (28 percent to 12 

percent), customer-facing workers felt constrained by 

“older systems” that sometimes forced customers to 

communicate with the company in ways they didn’t 

want to. Yet by a factor of nearly 3 to 1 (43 percent to 

17 percent), managers thought their customer-facing 

workers communicated well with customers through 

both old and new channels. 

The research also found that customer-facing workers 

were using systems that require too much time on 

low-value tasks.

Meanwhile, many service problems go largely 

unnoticed, the research indicated. Why do customer-

facing employees see more service shortcomings than 

their managers do? “The answer may be that these 

communication issues fall through the cracks,” the 

study states. “They do not result in exceptions, lost 

customers, or delayed orders — things that managers 

track — but they will degrade the customer experience 

over time.”

Fortunately, the study states that there’s hope for 

improvement.

 

 

Forrester’s key recommendations: 

Forrester Consulting believes that not closing these 

gaps through improved document and process support 

will result in inefficient workers, high employee 

turnover, declining competitiveness, and lost revenue. 

Organizations should:

•	 Give good people good tools: A positive 

customer experience requires empowering the 

people involved in it. Thus, companies must not 

only hire good customer service people, but equip 

them with information solutions that enable swift 

problem-solving on any communications channel 

— in person, mobile, landline, Web, chat, text, 

videoconference or email. 

•	 Good tools require sound underlying processes: 

Focus on streamlining document processes to 

foster information mobility from the back office 

to customer-facing systems and customer-facing 

employees.

•	 Understand the implications: Remember that 

the quality of the customer experience can directly 

affect the performance of a business. Well-equipped 

workers will be able to delight the customer and 

take pride in their productivity. That positive feeling 

will carry over to the next interaction and can help 

profit the company over the long term. 

Forrester Consulting Study Methodology:

To explore this topic, Forrester Consulting conducted 

in-depth interviews with 250 global customer service 

strategy and operations decision-makers as well as 

36 customer-facing individual contributors.

To see the entire Thought Leadership Paper, visit 

mds.ricoh.com/thoughtleadership.
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